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Words from the Baron and Baroness of Gryphon’s Lair:
Sionainn and Malatesta
Greetings to you, the Lair. Summer is drawing to an end and it feels like it never started. I am
sure you are like me and missing the “campaign” season. Now we are moving into “Court”
season and that too, is on hold. We are trying to make the best of it with online events and I
know those often fall short of expectations for many people. What can We, your Baronage, do
to make things better? How can we make things more engaging for you? We invite you all to
attend our online meetings. The Althing is open to everyone. Our workshops and classes are
open to everyone. We hope you will attend and join us. There is no cost for these online events
and you don’t have to drive.
We thank you all for being willing to help
out with the stressful situations we have
had recently, the offering of warmth and
shelter and being willing to take care of
each other. Through these acts of
kindness, it makes our group more of a
family than just participants in an
organization. It makes us not just
Artemisia but, Gryphon’s Lair. Home of
the Symbol of the Kingdom.
We encourage everyone to keep up the
fight. Wear masks and wash your hands
regularly. We can beat this and go back
to having events, practices, and being in
the Current Middle Ages, together.
Sionainn Padraig Caimbeul, Baron
Malatesta di Simonetti, Baroness

Statue of Ashikaga Takauji, the first shogun of the Ashikaga sogunate. His rule began in 1338, and began the Muromachi
period of Japan. According to Zen master Muso Soseki, Takauji had three qualities. First, he kept his cool in battle and was
unafraid of death. Second, he was merciful and tolerant. Third, he was very generous with those below him.
Wikipedia contributors, 'Ashikaga Takauji', Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 12 September 2020, 00:56 UTC,
<https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ashikaga_Takauji&oldid=977957577> [accessed 22 September 2020]
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Seneschal Sayings:
Greetings unto my fellow members of the Lair!
It has been 9 months since we gathered to celebrate 12 th Night, and I know that we all miss that jovial
time and yearn for the day that we can again be transported into the beauty of the Dream.
Unfortunately, COVID has ensured that it will be many months before any in-person events can happen.
In the meantime make sure you take virtual classes (easiest way to learn from people in various other
Kingdoms), attend a virtual event, and work on your kit so that we will all shine in 2021.
Speaking of virtual events, the Kingdom is working hard with local groups to produce amazing virtual
events. Please make sure to attend and be a part of virtual Artemisia!
Baronial workshops are happening and supply kits are available. So far, we have workshops scheduled
for scribal, jewelry making, and block printing. If you would like to sponsor a workshop please get hold
of myself or the Baronial MOAS Allesandria. Special thank you goes out to Mistress Zalkuubar for helping
me to make the vision a reality, and for sponsoring the scribal workshop.
Do you have an idea for a fun virtual activity? Please
share it, right now it is more important than even
that we stay together as a Barony and help to
support each other.
Offices currently accepting LOIs:




Chatelaine
Youth
Social Media

Training is available for every office, please contact
me if you have any questions. The Barony runs
because of awesome people willing to volunteer
their time.

In Service to the Dream,
THL Michelle of Harris upon York

Five storied pagoda on Daigoji Temple grounds. Built in 951, it is Kyoto’s oldest building.
Kyoto Travel: Daigoji Temple, www.japanguide.com
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Two Immortal Poets, Unknown artist, Japan. Fragments of very old handscrolls, particularly those with poetic sentiments
expressed by aristocrats from Japan’s classical past, became popular for display in tea ceremonies in the 1500s. Here,
two famous poets of the 700s are portrayed as though engaged in a poetry competition. Minneapolis Institute of Arts.
Muromachi period art included the Shigajiku, which are paintings accompanied by poetry.
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Awards in the SCA and how to recommend someone.
by Baron Don Sionainn Padraig Caimbeul, Master of the Pelican, Eighth Baron of Gryphon’s Lair
In the past I have taught a class on writing award recommendations at A&S night and at our 12 th Night
event. I will now put it here in writing for easy reference.
The first thing that you have to realize when writing an award recommendation is that it is just that, a
recommendation. It in no way obligates the crown or coronet to act nor guarantees that the award will
be given. You are simply bringing the subject of your letter to the attention of those in the position to
give the award. There are many factors that come into play in the process to give or not give an award.
One of those factors is timing. It may be that there isn’t enough time to get everything into place to give
the award. Scrolls need to be created, Tokens procured, perhaps there are distinguished persons that
want to be there to help celebrate that individual’s achievement. Or the individual isn’t available to be
at the event or court. There may also be others that were previously recommended and they would like
to present those first. Or perhaps they feel that the award may be premature and they would like to
observe that individual.
Let’s talk briefly about the awards. There are awards for every activity type in the SCA. Some may be
specialized for that specific activity (Equestrian, Archery, and Armored Combat.) and some might be
more generalized (Arts, Research, Teaching, and Overall Presence.). There are also “levels” of awards
that not so much reflect importance but scope of activity. Baronial, Kingdom, Principality, or Society.
Then there are levels within levels. Awards of Arms, Grants of Arms, Peerages, Non- Precedence bearing.
Sounds confusing, and it is to some extent. I will go into more about this later. Also there is a document
that talks about the different awards on the Kingdom web site in the Library called Award Structure,
Kingdom of Artemisia Orders and Awards.pdf .
You can be of any “level” in the Society and recommend anyone, anywhere, for any “level” of award.
I can be m’lord Angus who has played for 11 months in the Shire of Kicking Rocks, Kingdom of Artemisia
and recommend Duke Sir Loin of Beouf of the Barony of Crab’s Hollow in the Kingdom of Atlantia for the
Order of the Pelican. Because I saw him help above and beyond at Gulf Wars during the Great Flood of
’02. An extreme example but 100% accurate. The reality is you can be ANYONE and take the time to
recommend ANYONE. It puts that person on the radar of those that could, or supports that person if
they already are on their radar.
Also remember that you can recommend people from outside your home group for awards within your
group. This is a little bit trickier and takes some communication by the baronage with that person’s
home group but it is possible. If that person from Arn Hold or Otherhill consistently does good things
within the Barony of Gryphon’s Lair by all means recommend them. You could also recommend them in
their home group, or to the Kingdom.
Now onto the recommendation. When writing the recommendation think about who it is going to, who
it is for, and what it is for. It makes it easier the more you know about a person to write the
recommendation. My first stop when I write a recommendation is the Kingdom Web Page. There is an
Awards tab at the top that leads you to the “Order of Precedence”. This is a listing of awards that people
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have received. You can search their name and see what awards that person already has and inversely,
what they do not have. Many times I have been surprised that someone doesn’t have X award already
based on their performance in a field. This way I ensure that I have their name spelled correctly, and the
correct Order I am recommending them for. I will also note that you can recommend them right there
on the web site by following the link on the side bar and follow that entry form.
You will need to know these elements no matter how you submit your recommendation.
I. Who you are, Society name and Common name.
II. What group you are from
III. A way to contact you if necessary (e-mail, phone #)
The recommended:
IV. Who the award is for Society Name and Common Name
V. What group they are from
VI. What award you think they deserve.
VII. Why you feel they deserve the award.
VII can be a bit challenging but, that is ok. You can use every day terms. The point is to let them know
what this person is up to. I have learned it is good to know some details about how long they have
played in the SCA, how long they have been doing the subject matter of the award, and your best guess
to what events that person attends (back to the time frame here.)
This will help the “powers that be” figure out what, where, and when should they decide to act.
You can also add to this by saying you would like to make a belt or scroll or if there are any other special
considerations. (The person is deathly shy or doesn’t handle crowds well.)
A few things to remember. As it stands now, the recipient must be a member of the SCA to receive an
award. The recipient needs to be at the event to get the award. You will likely not know if or when that
person will get the award. I highly recommend that you write your recommendation in a Word
document or something similar and save it then cut and paste it into the body of the email or entry
form. This will keep a record of what you have written and allow you to resubmit the recommendation if
a body of time passes. Also be aware of when you submit the award. If it is close to the end of a reign
there may not be time for the current reign to get to it. It is best to send recommendations to both the
current and the heirs.
Getting back the award levels. You can look at the awards as progression levels but they really aren’t.
There is no criteria or check lists that have to be completed.
You should understand that when I started in the SCA things were very different (35 years ago). Crowns
didn’t travel as much, all communication was by phone or letter post. There were fewer Baronies. The
average time before someone received an Award of Arms was 3 to 5 years of active play. Oftentimes
that was the first and only award folks would receive. Grants of Arms were even rarer and Grant level
awards were unheard of at that time. They simply didn’t exist. Today is much different.
Communication moves at the speed of light and the distance between us is so much shorter. We have
gone from 12 Kingdoms to 20 and hundreds of local groups.
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Baronial recognition can be the first level of award that someone receives. People are often most active
on a local level when they begin and would be the most obvious participation. This doesn’t work so well
for Shires but, it shouldn’t be discounted as Shire members will often travel to the closer barony and
participate. Baronial recognitions can come at any time in a player’s game. Remember that there is no
“Time Frame” or set “Time in Grade” to when awards are done. This is just my personal perspective.
These times are just how I look at it if there were a possible average. Each case is different. The key
factor you should look at is participation level and how that individual progresses in their field.
Awards of Arms are often received after the first year or two of participation. These are often called
“naked” AoA’s. There are also the Armigerous awards or Orders of Merit. These are awards like the
Golden Pillar of Artemisia, the Golden Maple Leaf. These are given for actively progressing in a field of
pursuit on a regular basis, travelling to other groups and participating in events. These people are often,
but not always, officers at some level.
Orders of High Merit, also known as Grant level awards because the order carries with it a Grant of
Arms. “Naked” Grants of Arms are much rarer these days. Grants are often for “getting good” at an art
or discipline, teaching what you know, being a “go to” person or leader. Running events, holding offices,
and having a broader SCA experience.
Peers. – That’s a whole other article. In base, these are the subject matter experts. Someone who has
shown the ideals of the society. Someone that has had an impact on the Kingdom through their work
and efforts. Fonts of wisdom and SCA folklore. They could move to a new area and if there wasn’t an
SCA group there, they would start one.
In closing I just wish to say that without the recommendations of you, the populace, nobody would have
awards. The crowns and coronets can’t be everywhere and see everything. They rely on you to be their
eyes and ears for those gentles that deserve the Kingdom’s thanks for what they do.
Happy Writing,
Don Sionainn, Baron Caimbeul, Master of the Pelican
(Who apparently had a lot of letters written for him)

Illustrated section of the Lotus Sutra, from the Heike Nōkyō collection of texts,
1167, Heian period.
By Anonymous - Plates of world fine-arts, vol.5, Tokyodo Co., ACE1943,
December, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4156810
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Miso Soup
by Kamei Kojirou Yoshinga
I was quite surprised at learning miso soup was in fact a period dish going back to the 7th Century in
Japan and all the way back to China during the 4th Century. I set out to focus on recreating the Japanese
version of the dish as closely as I can.
History of Miso in Japan
Miso or Hisio, originated in China in the 4th Century it us a seasoning paste made from fermenting
soybeans, wheat, alcohol, and salt. Miso was introduced in the 7th Century to Buddhist monks. Miso
became popular and was refined until it became an important part of the diet of Japanese Samurai.
There are many variations on the recipe many of them named after the territories they came from.
According to Japanese Mythology, "Miso is a gift to mankind from the gods to assure health, longevity
and happiness."
Recipe for Miso Soup:
Ingredients:
1 Wakame piece of about 5 cm
1 medium carrot, cut is small cubes
600 ml water
1 medium onion, diced
2 tablespoon miso, dissolved in 2 tablespoon water
2 tablespoon parsley, chopped
Method :
Soak the Wakame in a bit of water for 10 minutes. Remove the middle rib and cut in small pieces
Boil the water in a pan and add the onions, carrots and Wakame. Simmer for 5 minutes. Remove from
heat and add dissolved miso. Serve the miso soup immediately. Decorate with the parsley.
It's important never to boil the soup after adding the miso because it will spoil the miso flavor.
From <https://www.soya.be/miso-soup.php>
What did I use that was different?
For the most part I followed the recipe how they would of made it traditionally at least ingredient wise,
however I purchased pre-made and pre-harvested ingredients from our local Oceanmart and used
modern kitchen bowls, pots, cutting board, knifes and cooked it on a modern electric stovetop and kept
it warm in a cooker. I also made a lot more than 4 servings worth so I had to estimate on how much to
increase the ingredients for the cooker.
The biggest thing I didn't do was create my own miso. To do this I would've needed to go through a
lengthy process of processing soybeans which would of involved soaking the soybeans, cooking
soybeans, mixing soybeans, water and dissolved salt, crumbling dried rice into the mixture until it
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becomes a consistent paste. Put it into a container then add the paste and go through the fermenting
process somewhere between 1/2 a year to a year. I discovered that I didn't have the time before this
project was due to go through this process. So I went with store bought miso instead.
Ingredients for miso:





400 g whole soybeans
600 ml water
150 g salt
300 g dried rice koji (rice fermented with special moulds, this can be bought are also made at home)

From <https://www.soya.be/make-miso.php>
What did I learn and what went wrong?
I made a few mistakes putting this all together the biggest one is that in my first batch I accidently mixed
ingredients from another variety of miso soup. This particular recipe involved diced mushrooms and
ended up being a very tasty mistake in my first batch of miso soup.
In one of my earlier batches, I cut the carrots into small slices based on an early assumption, but I found
out they were actually cut into small cubes instead.
During the testing phases I accidently put in too much wakame seaweed which tends to compact in the
bag. So I underestimated the amount of wakame I put into the miso. It still tasted very good but we
ended up with a lot of wakame at the bottom of the pot.
The other issue I encountered was the exact opposite, having overestimated my wakame seaweed I
reserved too much miso at the soup tasted more like water than miso. This was easy enough to fix by
adding more miso.

Resources and Citations
Soya Website:
o History of Miso Soup - https://www.soya.be/history-of-miso.php
o Miso Soup Recipe - https://www.soya.be/miso-soup.php
o Make Miso https://www.soya.be/make-miso.php
Abokichi Website
o History of Miso https://www.abokichi.com/blogs/news/miso-2-the-history-of-miso
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A History of Indigo Dye In Eastern Asia
By Bilgüün Zalkuubar
Indigo dye is one of the oldest dyeing methods in the world. The earliest extant example of indigo-dyed
fabric is 6,000 years old and was discovered at Huaca Prieta in Peru. Ancient civilizations in Egypt, Mesopotamia,
Britain, Mesoamerica, Iran and Africa used indigo as a fabric dye. Indigo-dyed textile fragments were unearthed in
pyramids build during Ancient Egyph’s Fifth Dynasty, which was 4,500 years ago. A Seventh Century BC cuneiform
tablet gives a recipe for using indigo to dye wool. Indigo grew well in the climate of India, Japan, China and
Southeast Asia. Indigo from India was identified by Pliny the Younger as a major export during the Greco-Roman
period. Romans used indigo for painting, as a component in cosmetics and for medicinal purposes. In Japan, this
method dates back to the 10th century, and was used to color everything from clothing to bedsheets. Modern
analysis of paintings from the Middle Ages shows that indigo pigment was used in underpaint and top layers, as
well as cloth.
Indigo dye was so exclusive that only royalty and the aristocracy could afford it. It was imported with
great difficulty from far-off colonies, which earned indigo a status similar to that of tea, coffee, silk or even gold.
Mainland Europe used the woad plant (Isatis tinctorial) to obtain a blue dye until Vasco da Gama discovered a sea
route to India. The sea route avoided the heavy duties imposed by the Persian, Levantine and Greek middlemen.
Indigo flowed from Asia into Europe through ports in the Netherlands, Portugal and England. Spain imported
indigo from the colonies in South America. The exotic true indigo was seen as a serious threat to woad growers
and merchants who feared to lose their livelihoods as indigo became more accessible to European nations.
In China, India and other continental Asian countries, the dye is achieved by
harvesting the indigo plant and binding it into sheaves. The sheaves are placed in vats
made of clay brick lined with mortar and soaked in fresh water. They are left to steep
until soft. This fermentation process that usually takes 10 to 15 hours. The resulting
yellow liquid is drained from the plant matter. The liquid is moved into beaters where is
agitated by wooden oars or paddle wheels. During this process, the mass changes from
yellow to green, and eventually into the blue color we associate with indigo. The indigo
Pieces of dry indigo. Holland Stephens.
"Alchemy in Design: Indigo". May 1, 2013.
mass settles to the bottom of the vat where it is extracted. The mass is boiled to remove
as much liquid as possible. The boiled indigo sludge is pressed to remove as much liquid
as possible. The final product is cut into cubes for transport. These cubes can be used as a pigment in gouache or
oil paint. Indigo paste is dissolved in water to create liquid dye.
In southwest China in the province of Guizhou, women have created indigo-dyed cotton fabric for
generations. The women of the villages cultivate both the cotton and indigo. The
indigo seeds are planted and the leaves are harvested at a specific time of the year.
After harvesting, they are fermented in a dye bath as part of the yearly cycle. Almost
every woman in these villages has a dye bath, and which is placed in the house
according to the principles of feng shui. The women painstakingly turn the leaves
into a paste. Older women cultivate the cotton, which is grown, picked, spun and
woven or embroidered. The finished cloth is dyed with the thick, mud-like indigo
paste at specific times of the year when weather conditions are optimal then the
Vat of processed natural indigo. Holland Stephens.
"Alchemy in Design: Indigo". May 1, 2013.
dyed fabric is dried in the sun. It can take up to two years to make the prized cloth.
This process has been conducted by women in China for over 600 years. Tie-dying in China dates back more than
1,500 years and the skills also traditionally passed from mother to daughter over generations. The ancient indigo
handcraft has helped to financially and socially empower dyer women for centuries, with men not allowed into the
process, or to even touch indigo dye.
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The Japanese specialized the hand-dyeing method using Persicaria
tinctorial, more commonly known as Japanese Indigo. The process is called aizome or aizome; ai refers to the blue created by the dye, zome translates to
dyeing. Aizome dye produces a multi-layered, complex, deep blue fabric. When
examined up close, red, green and yellow fibers are visible. This is due to the
unique chemistry of the natural dye.
Aizome is believed to be one of the oldest dyeing techniques in the
Indigo in a vat. Image from Seattle Asian Art
world. The extraction method for aizome was developed in China and perfected
Museum website.
http://samblog.seattleartmuseum.org/2016/10/10in Japan. Depending on the source, evidence of Japan processing and using indigo
things-unseen-mood-indigo/
th
th
dye dates back to between the 7 and 10 centuries. A record of aizome from
the 7th century still remains in Japan. In Tokushima Prefecture, a historical description shows that aizome dyeing
was done in the 13th century. In the 16th century, the demand for aizome dye products exploded, triggering a
production boom of aizome.
The indigo fields in Japan are seeded in March then harvested and dried from July to September. In early
October the dried leaves are secured for the winter. This is when composting
begins, with a process that has been in practice since the 10 th century. Composting
takes place in a nedoko, which translates to “a sleeping bed”. The process of
securing the leaves is called “putting to bed.” The floor in the nedoko if made of
absorbent clay. The leaves are spread on the floor, moistened with water and
formed into rectangular piles about three feet high. The piles are rotated weekly.
During the turning process, the pile of leaves is carefully sliced through, turned
“KURUME KASURI 久留米絣 Traditional technique (hand weaving,
upside down and reshaped. Each compost pile contains four to six tons of dried
natural indigo dye)”
leaves. The turning process takes six hours and four workers
https://youtu.be/5ZUQq_pV8P4
each time it is turned. The indigo master will then seek
spiritual blessings for the sukumo, which is the fermented – or composted – indigo. The
master will place an offering of sake and a decorative bough of pine on each pile and pray to
Aizen Shin, the Buddhist guardian deity. The piles are covered with rice-straw mats to retain
the heat generated by fermentation over the winter.
Fermented sukumo is mixed with lye, put into a pot, and
further fermented with caustic lime and sake. Temperature and
Photograph of Master Ranshu
humidity are carefully monitored every day to accommodate subtle
Yano, demonstrating hon aizome.
https://simplyobsessedjapan.com/
differences in natural conditions and protect the quality of the dye. The
what-makes-aizome-dyeingauthentic/
pods of sukumo are monitored daily. When the composting is
Photograph of Master Ranshu
Yano, demonstrating hon
complete, the finished sukumo has become a precious, concentrated pigment, which can be
aizome.
https://simplyobsessedjapan.co
stored indefinitely, and can be shipped to dyers. The dye houses can add the concentrated
m/what-makes-aizome-dyeingauthentic/
pigment to fermentation vats throughout the year. A “flower of indigo” will “bloom” on top of
the dye pot when the dye is ready to be used. The hot compost process of making sukumo
generally requires 300 to 450 pounds of dry indigo leaves. To obtain this large amount of
leaves, the fields would need to contain around 5,000 indigo
plants.
Aixome dye method requires an abundance of fresh,
clean water, so most of the dye houses were near a river. The
production thrived along the Yoshino River in Takamatsu, Skikoku
which has long been the center of indigo-dyeing in Japan. The
Photograph of Master Ranshu Yano,
river often overflowed, leaving deposits of nutrient-rich silt on the
demonstrating hon aizome.
https://simplyobsessedjapan.com/whatnearby fields. This made the fields unsuitable for rice farming,
makes-aizome-dyeing-authentic/
while improving the conditions for indigo farming. The creation of
Japanese Indigo was labor-intensive. The ai-zome dye process requires the material to be
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Photograph of Master Ranshu Yano,
demonstrating hon aizome.
https://simplyobsessedjapan.com/whatmakes-aizome-dyeing-authentic/

soaked in dye, then exposed to the air, and washed in clean water. To achieve the darkest of indigo blues, the
fabric can be dipped into the dye as many as forty times.
Shibori (from the verb root “shiboru” – to “wring,
squeeze or press”) is a manual dyeing technique that uses a
resist to produce a variety of patterns on fabric. Japanese
shibori is grouped into three categories: wax resists, tied or
bound resists, and resists where the fabric is folded and
clamped between two carved wooden blocks.
Image of multiple examples of shibori resist techniques.
Source: “Indigo: Its history and different types of indigo
(natural and synthetic.)” https://denimhunters.com/denimwiki/denim-explained/indigo/

One of the earliest written accounts of indigo dyed fabric
using a resist dates to 238 CE. This document Queen Himiko
gifted the Emperor of the Wei dynasty over two hundred
yards of “spotted cloth.” This potentially documents the use of a wax-resist decoration on
the fabric to almost 1800 years ago.

Examples of resist dye on
cotton/linen blend and
cotton lawn material. Jeni
Baker.
https://www.incolororder
.com/2014/06/indigodyeing.html

The earliest surviving examples of shibori-dyed cloth date back to the mid-8th Century. The garments
were donated to a Buddhist temple in 756 CE. The techniques seen on these early fragments show bound resists,
wax resists, folded and clamped resists. Many of the items donated to the temple are Chinese in origin.
“The Tale of Genji” provides us
with a glimpse into indigo-dyeing in
Japan. It is a classic tale of Japanese
literature written in the early 11th
Century by lady-in-waiting Murusaki
Shikibu that concentrates on Genji’s
romantic life and describes the
customs of aristocratic society of
the time. The tale is a popular
subject for Japanese artists to
recreate. Japanese ukiyo-e maestro
Hiroshige's woodblock print,
Wakamurasaki, shows Genji in a
subtle dark blue with a white
squared pattern.
“The Young Murasaki (Wakamurasaki), from the series “Fifty-four Chapters of the Tale of Genji (Genji monogatari gojuyonjo)”. 1852. Utagawa Hiroshige.
Japanese, 1797-1858. University of Chicago. https://www.artic.edu/artworks/47912/the-young-murasaki-wakamurasaki-from-the-series-fifty-four-chapters-of-thetale-of-genji-genji-monogatari-gojuyonjo
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Natural indigo dye has a number extraordinary of qualities: the fabric
becomes flame-retardant, antibacterial and dirt-resistant. As a bonus, the aizome was
a natural insect repellent. These features make indigo dyed fabrics indispensable for
the everyday Japanese worker, the warrior class of samurai, and was used by
firefighters up through the 19th century. Partially due to these qualities, and partially
due to the ideals of high quality and impeccable craftsmanship in Japan’s culture, the
color indigo became an integral part of samurai culture. Beginning in the 12 th
Century, the samurai wore indigo-dyed garments under their armor. Indigo helped to
protect their skin and keep them cool in the summer and warmer in the winter. The
antibacterial properties helped wounds resist infection and heal quicker.
Superstitious people also believed indigo protected the wearer from bad luck.
“Universal Gateway of the Bodhisattva
During the Edo Period (1600-1868),
Perceiver of the World’s Sounds,” by
Sugawara Mitsushige. Section 4 of 23. The
commoners were prohibited by the Shogun
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Japan, 1257.
from wearing ostentatious clothing; their color
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/sea
rch/44849 Patterned indigo-dyed fabric
choices were limited to blue, brown and grey.
showing at cuff and hem.
Indigo was one of the few bold colors that the
common people were permitted to use and the deep blue color provided by
indigo dye was prevalent across the archipelago. The art of incorporating
patterns into indigo-dyeing fabric was embraced by the Japanese artisans as
a way to express creativity and individuality. The complex dye and resist
process coupled with folds, bands, and twists allowed for the creation of
intricate motifs, geometric shapes, and patterns to be stained into the fabric.
While silk fabric was restricted for the elite, the warrior and working classes
used hemp or cotton that greedily absorbed the aizome dye. The fabric
would go through multiple dye cycles with multiple types of resist to provide
different patterns, shades, and details for the finished garment.
“Fukushima Masanori, Lord of Hiroshima.” Art from Sengoku period,
1467-1615. Unknown artist. Public domain.

The popularity of indigo-dye continued through the 1900’s. During
World War II, the cultivation of sukumo was banned by the government. All farming fields were commanded to
turn into food production sites. In 2019, aizome was selected for the logo of Japan’s 2020 Olympics logo. Since
then, the popularity of aizome has rapidly surged. Due to the decrease in traditional
Japanese Indigo suppliers and increased demand, artificial aizome has been used to
simulate the look of natural aizome.
The process of fermenting natural sukuzome is similar to the wine-making
process. Hand-harvesting ensures the best quality produce is used. Adding
preservatives makes the finished product last longer, and it is easier to design the
Modern examples of Japanese Indigo.
desirable qualities of the product. Chemicals change the taste and aroma generated
from the natural fermentation of wine, much as chemicals change the color saturation and intensity of the natural
aizome dye.
Natural indigo has been used as a fabric dye since ancient times. The processes to extract the color vary
depending on where the dye is created. There has recently been an increase in the populalarity of natural indigo
dye, especially in Japan. Indigo is available for purchase in small quantities which provide instructions on how to
dye small items, such as shirts or scarves. Indigo can be grown in almost any temperate climate, but must be
carefully monitored and protected from frost. Many hobbyists and reenactors are currently experimenting this
age-old process.
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The Embroidered Corner
By: THL Michelle of Harris upon York
Embroidery style: Sashiko
Required stitches: running stitch
Materials: long staple cotton sashiko thread (traditionally white), ground fabric (traditionally indigo
dyed), sashiko needles (any long needle with a decently sized eye will work), and a pattern
Sashiko (“mini stabs”) is the ultimate meeting of form and function in the embroidery world. This
Japanese art dates back to the 7th century in its most rudimentary form and seems to have reached a
strictly defined status in the Edo period (1615-1868).
Sashiko is the use of a decorative running stitch to quilt worn out fabric between layers of indigo fabric.
The use of indigo fabric and white thread imitates the look of snow on the ground and was in response
to sumptuary laws of the time that governed colors and pattern size. All traditional sashiko patterns are
geometric in nature, moyozashi which utilizes curved or straight lines and hitomezashi which utilizes
more of a grid pattern.
Sashiko is traditionally used in both household textiles and garments. When used on clothing it provided
a much needed quilted warm layer, and thus it became a largely winter activity.
The project is started by marking the geometric pattern. Next the needle and thread will be worked
along the pattern in a running up and down stitch. Emphasis is made on stitch size and evenness, using a
grain of rice as inspiration.

https://blog.treasurie.com/sashiko-embroidery/

Sources:
The Ultimate Sashiko Sourcebook. Briscoe, Susan. David and Charles, 2020
Sashiko Embroidery, www.blog.treasurie.com
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Kai-Awase, Japan's Shell Game for All Ages
Lady Satake Naname
MKA Shanna Durrant
The Heian Period (794 AD-1185 AD) was considered one of the high ages of Japan. The country had
closed its borders to other countries, and its own culture started to grow and develop. During this time
the fashion of clothing included layers of robes that were cumbersome and difficult to move around in.
This limited the amount of activity that one could have. The courtier class (Kuge) and the warrior class
(Buge) would celebrate occasions and pass the time with clever and artistic games. Some of the more
famous pastimes of Japanese nobility’s included uta-awase [oo-ta ah-wa-say] (poetry competitions), eawase [eh-ah-wa-say] (picture comparisons), etc. (Badgley & Bryant, 2019). One of the games created
was Kai-Awase [ky-ah-wah-say]. This game also went by the names: Kai-ooi [ky-o-ee] (covering shells),
Kai-oi [ky-o-eh], and Awase-gai [ah-wah-say-guy] (The Met).

The word ‘awase’ has multiple meanings. It is used mainly in the sense of “matching” in modern
Japanese, but in earlier times it also denoted a “contest,” or a comparative evaluation or discussion of
merits and demerits, as in mono-awase.

Kai-Awase can be played in multiple ways. Typically, the games were played with one to four people,
usually kneeling on tatami (mats), or next to a low table. The sets can vary in size, and in period some
were said to be up to 360 shells. The size of set used varied on the type of game, number of players, and
the amount of time available.

Match by Images- Place all the shells face/picture down on a tatami (floor) mat and turn them over to
match the images. Played just like the game Memory. If playing in a group then the player with the most
matches wins. This may be easier or more difficult depending on the type of imagery or poetry that is
utilized.

Match by Poem or Literature- In true Heian style adding to the simple matching you might be asked to
create a poem from the images on the shells as you match them. Sometimes poetry or passages from
books were written on the shells and you would need to match the corresponding halves together. This
could be very difficult if you were not well read.

Match by Natural Fit- To play this version, you separated the shells into two piles. The first pile, called
the jigai (ground shell), is placed face/picture down on a tatami (floor) mat. The rest of the set, the
dashigai/de-gai (out shell) is left in its container. By the Muromachi Period (1333-1568), aristocratic
families might use a wooden decorated box (kaioke). For lesser nobles and lower classes, the shells were
sometimes kept in cloth bags or furoshiki. The players draw a shell face/picture up from the dashigai set
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and then taking turns each player places one of the jigai shells over it to find a match. When picking a
match, the player would cover their dashigai shell without ever looking at the decoration on the inside.
Once the pair is won, another dashigai is drawn. Another version speaks of “hiding” the two shells inside
your sleeves to “feel” the match rather than see it (Dalby). Because there were, by the 12th century,
sets of 360 pairs, this could become a long game between just one or two people, or a very involved
game among a large group. (Scott)

During the Heian era, the kai-awase set was created by first separating, cleaning and polishing the clam
shells. These clam shells were anywhere from 1 ½ to 3 inches in size. Once clean, the shells would be
painted with a very small brush. Pigments and dyes that decorated these shells were derived from lead,
poisonous plants, and arsenic which, obviously, were deadly in nature. As time passed the decoration
became more complex and yet less important to the actual playing of the game. (Scott)

Eventually this type of item was used as part of a bride’s dowry from the late 16th century into modern
times. A shell of hamaguri, or Asian hard clam, fits only its other half, so the shells symbolize
harmonious marriage, and so a bride would bring them to her groom’s house when they were married.
This game is also played modernly at festivals to continue traditions and games from the Heian Period.

Kai-Awase is special in the sense that it can be played by all ages, but also feeds the artist’s soul through
art and literature.
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‘Courtiers playing Kai-Awase’ Depiction from the Tale of Genji ca. 11th Century (Image from Elegant
Pastimes, 2013)

18th C. Period Kai-Awase Set and Kaoike (Box)
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18th C. Period Kaoike (Box)
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18th C. Period Kai-Awase Set and Kaoike (Box)
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Women's Kosode: Momoyama Era
By Nihani bint-Rashid al-Tirazi
Kimono is the general term for clothing in Japan, much like we use the word dress. Different
shapes and layers of clothing had different names. We're going to focus on the Kosode, so name
because of the small opening in the sleeves. Most of my study has been about the Momoyama era,
about 1574 to 1603, so this is most often the time frame I am referring to. The Kosode started as an
undergarment, worn with hakama pants, but as it developed into the full flowing robes worn as more
outer layers the obi, or waist sash, was developed to hold them closed. The wide elaborate obi we see
in pictures most commonly was a later style, 17th and 18th century.
Due to the width of looms at the time, and fabric conservation, Kimono were all the same size.
Fabric measured at 16 to 17 inches across and pieces were cut accordingly. We're going to make some
adjustments for the modern feminine shape and frame.
Let’s start with colors and patterns:
The use of specific motifs can allude to the virtues or attributes of the wearer (or those they
might aspire to), reflect particular emotions, or relate to the season or occasion. Such symbolism was
used especially on kimono worn for celebratory events such as weddings and festivals, when it served to
bestow good fortune on the wearer, wrapping them in divine benevolence and protection. The crane,
for example, is one of the most popular birds depicted on kimono. Believed to live for a thousand years
and to inhabit the land of the immortals, it is a symbol of longevity and good fortune. This use of
auspicious motifs in dress reveals the Japanese belief in the literal, as well as the figurative, power of
images.
Colors, too, have strong metaphorical and cultural connotations. Dyes are seen to embody the
spirit of the plants from which they are extracted. Any medicinal property is also

believed to be transferred to the colored cloth. Blue, for example, derives from indigo (ai),
which is used to treat bites and stings, so wearing blue fabric serves as a repellent to snakes
and insects. Colors were given a cosmological dimension with the introduction to Japan in the
6th century of the Chinese concept of the five elements. Fire, water, earth, wood and metal are
associated with particular directions, seasons, virtues and colors. For example, black
corresponds to water, north, winter and wisdom.
Colors also have strong poetic significance. Purple, for example, is a metaphor for
undying love, the imagery deriving from the fact that gromwell (murasaki), the plant used to
create the dye, has very long roots. Perhaps the most popular color for kimono is red, derived
from safflower (benibana). Red connotes youthful glamor and allure and is thus suitable for the
garments of young women. It is also a symbol of passionate but, as beni-red easily fades,
transient love.” ttp://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/k/kimono-decoration-symbols-motifs/
http://www.iz2.or.jp/english/ This is the link to the Japanese costume museum in
Kyoto. There is a textile slide show, along with other costume displays that are incredibly
helpful. Don't be afraid of color! I have seen blues, greens, reds, golds, BRIGHT pink, purples,
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whites, browns, yellows, almost any color and the shades between. Seasons played a role in
color, from the pastels of spring to the more vibrant colors of fall.
Go with bigger patterns, not teeny tiny ones. Designs were often embroidered, leafed,
or painted on, which you can do with a stencil and fabric paint.
Momoyama Era women wore at least two layers, and often times in public a third robe,
an uchikage with a padded hem. A white under Kosode is very common, and as you can see in
the paintings, the robe closest to the skin is closed tightest, the others looser. You can, and the
Japanese did, fake layers at the neck, but wear at least two to save on possible garb
malfunctions.
The Obi, or belt to hold everything together was much narrower in Momoyama times,
for a woman finished, it was about three inches wide. It should be long enough to wrap around
your waist, tie, and hang to about your knees. Traditionally they were white but doing them in
color is a great way to add some pizazz to your ensemble.
The silhouette we are looking for is fairly straight through the waist. Lady Kiryana had
the wonderful thought to wear your corset underneath or bind, for those of us more curvy so
things lay right. Another suggestion I have seen is a sports bra, and a folded towel around your
waist. Experiment, or go with your natural measurements.
A: measurement from the top of your shoulder, to the floor. Add allowance for hem.
B: tip of shoulder to wrist
C: ball up your fist, measure around it so you can get your sleeves on and off
D: Fullest part of body, hips, waist or bust.
E: put your measuring tape behind your neck, cross the ends in front of you and pull
them to your hips. It should look like the breast cancer ribbon.
F: Wingspan, wrist to wrist across shoulders
G: Width of neck
See the following images for layout and construction.
http://www.hanamiweb.com/kimono.html
http://www.wodefordhall.com/kosode.htm
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/k/kimono-decoration-symbols-motifs
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Building Japanese Armor
An Overview of Kozane and Odoshi
I want to preface this article with I'm not an expert I only have a few years of knowledge in this area where masters of this
craft usually train under another master for decades to be considered an expert in this field. Secondly, I am only going to
focus on Kozane, Odoshi, and Shitagarami and a brief overview of pre and post 13 th century style parts. In the future, I plan
on making an article that will go deeper into the construction of the armor.

Armor ("Katchu")
Armor for samurai was the ultimate expression of their owner and can be minimal or extravagant in
design. It is beautiful, functional, and protective. Some armors used by high class samurai included the traits
of their owner in many different ways such as animals, colors, and designs. As a rule of thumb, the more
customized and over the top the design was the higher rank the samurai owner was.
To the left is an image of the kozane and odoshi used to make a
piece of armor. Names and the function of each lacing pattern is
shown next to the
picture of the
lacing.

Kabuto and shikoro.
To the right is this
SCA
Fighter’s
Illustration source: SengokuDiamyo.com
armor that uses
kozane and odoshi to create a similar look and construction
to what a 13th Century Samurai would have worn.
Boards of kozane form each panel (shikoro)
hanging from the helm (kabuto), the sternum guard
(guruwa) which hangs from a leather collar, the upper
arm/shoulder pieces (sode), the body armor (dou), and the
panels of skirting covering the thighs (kusazuri).

Guruwa

Dou.

Sode
Shitagar

Kusazuri
Shitagar
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Kozane (Armor Platelet)

Kozane is a type of Japanese lamellar scale often used in Hon Kozane style of armor.
The kozane's size varied over time. In most cases, it has 13 holes with the thirteenth hole
at the top right. The kozane are mostly rectangular except the top slopes up on the right.
The edges are usually rounded to avoid wear on the materials that odoshi it might
rub up against. Kozane is usually made out pf rawhide (1/8" thick) or thin iron scales and
were thoroughly lacquered for extra strength.
Early kozane is large and wide and later period kozane is thin and small. The kozane
on the left most piece is often cut in half and the right part is used to maintain the look
across a plate. That's why the left most part retains the same look across the plate.
The photos on this page show plastic kozone that I used for my armor. They are
really flat and the left corners of the kozane are bent to make lacing odoshi easier.
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Shita-garami (Bottom-Stitching)
This is the first step in building the panel of armor. The most common type of shita-grami was
leather cord. Deer leather was preferred as it is strong while remaining soft and pliable. It was used to bind
the four bottom holes of the kozane together; the top three rows of holes in the kozane are used for odoshi.
The shitagrami process forms the bottom row of a panel of armor, such as the skirting or shoulder pieces.
Shitagarami is laced for structure, so they are laced very differently than the decorative or
suspensory (hanging) laces. After the shitagarami was put together it was lacquered a second time. The
lacquer acted like a sort of glue holding everything in place.

File:Shita garami 6.jpg,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Shita_garami_6.jp
g&oldid=154424320 (last visited October 2, 2020).
Shita garami (leather lace) used on hon kozane scales to bind individual
kozane (scales) together into boards.

Illustration source: File:Shita garami.jpg,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Shita_garami.jpg&
oldid=154424317 (last visited October 2, 2020).
Close up picture of the leather lace (shita garami) used on hon kozane
scales to bind individual kozane together into boards.
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There are different methods of shitagarami. On one version, shown on the prior page has the upper
and lower laces forming a wedge. I used a version provided by Anthony J. Bryant. Bryant’s information is
published on SengokuDiamyo.com, and he wrote his research and expertise to benefit members of the SCA
who use their armor for combat. His design is sturdier as it is designed for rigorous medieval combat sports,
and includes modern techniques and materials for the construction of a modern-day fighter’s armor inspired
by traditional Japanese (Samurai) armor.

Upper holes of
Shitagarami have a
diagonal pattern on
the front of the
kozane, and a
vertical pattern on
the back.

Lower holes of
Shitagarami have a
vertical pattern of the
front of the kozane,
and a diagonal pattern
on the back.

Using Bryant’s method, the top two holes lace in the front using a slanted, or diagonal, pattern. This
pattern is named nawamegarami when laced with odoshi. In the back they are completely vertically laced.
The bottom two holes are horizontally laced and the back is vertically laced. When constructed this way the
kozane plates became very rigid and would avoid any unsightly slack that would develop over time in
improperly laced odoshi armor.
At this point these are solid boards that can start the odoshi construction process.
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Odoshi/Odoshige ("Lacing-hair")
Odoshi (also called Odoshi-Ge, Odoshi-Ito) is decorative and functional lacing material made of silk,
hemp or cotton used to connect the kozane. The lacing is densely woven and the strands are compacted
tightly together while maintaining a narrow depth. This weave prevents the braid from stretching, allows
cross knots to form flat button shapes on the kozane, and allows it to collapse into itself to form a narrow
triangle that can be fed through the small holes in the kozane.
Weavers learned specialized techniques to
optimize the silk odoshi. The skills passed from master to
master, generation to generation were a guarded trade
secret. Odoshi for a full set of armor took many months of
daily work for the weaver to prepare. Traditionally,
samurai would replace the odoshi after every
campaign.
I used blue, white
Odoshi's width for
and yellow odishi
each project was determined
on my kusazuri.
based on the hole size of the
The yellow odishi
kozane and the function of
did not contrast
the odoshi. There is no
well in this picture.
standard odoshi size it was
almost always custom made
for each armor. Odoshi is often brightly colored to provide
beautiful lines and artistic patterns which contrast nicely
from the black kozane.
Washu paper is often placed in the odoshi to give
it more structure and achieve a more perfect look.
To get the odoshi through the kozane's holes you have to make an odoshi ito point. This turns the tip
of the odoshi into a hard needle-like end that makes lacing much easier and maintains the integrity of the
odoshi.
1. Using fabric glue, smooth the glue into the fibers of the odoshi.
2. Cut a triangle out of the end of the odoshi.
3. Twist the cut end between your fingers until it forms into a needle like shape, about half an inch
long.
When you need to cut a length of odoshi, you will need to anchor the end so the cut edge does not unravel.
You will make a hardened glue rivet that holds the cut end in place.
1. Leave slightly less than 1/2” of the cut end of the odoshi on the underside of the kozane.
2. Massage fabric glue into the loose fibers and start forming the ends into a mushroom cap shape over
the hole.
3. Fold the fibers into a small ball and trim any excess frayed pieces off.
David Thatcher of Katchushi Kobou has great pictures of both processes on his website:
https://yoroi.uk/katchushi-odoshi/guide-basic-odoshi-ito-lacing-techniques/
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Stitches
Kedate
Kedate is the long stitch that picks up the next board of kozane
plates.
Nawamegarami ("wave-eye stitching")
Nawamegarami (nawame-garami) is a late period style of sewing the plates together that was
extremely common in 13th century. The lacing runs diagonally across two rows on the front of the kozane.
into the hole for the , and connects the horizontal boards created by the shitagarami process. of Although, I
wasn't able to put the hole that goes to mimi ito (trim cord) due to my odoshi being too thick.

Tategarami ("standing stitching")
Tategarami (tate-garami) is an older style of suspensory braid. It
passes through the next lame vertically, instead of diagonally as in the
nawamegarami. While there are extant examples of nawamegarami during
the Sengoku Period (1467 to 1615), there are not any examples using
tategarami.
Illustration source:
SengokuDiamyo.com

Mimi ito (“ear cord”)
Mimi ito is a contrasting color that is stitched around the
outside of the finished pieces. It is often patterned with a
herringbone stitch called chidori odoshi. The word “Chidori”
alludes to a bird, and the herringbone stitch is woven with strings
the color of the bird’s feathers.
Hishinui, also Hishitoji or Hanagarami (“cross-knots” or “cross-laces”)
The bottom-most plate, called the hishinuino-ita, are used to secure the final row of kozane to
each other on the bottom of a panel. Hishinui occupy
the bottom four pairs of holes where the Shitagarami
usually goes. They are usually woven in red odoshi.
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This is how each kozane platelet and odoshi stitch come together to form the panels of armor. The
colored diagram uses four colors to illustrate the functions the odoshi performs.


Odoshi for mimi ito, colored yellow, is an
outlining stitch. It was usually woven with
a pattern of multiple colors.



Odoshi for nawamegarami (short
diagonal), tagemegarami (short vertical),
and kedate (long vertical) connected rows
of kozane. Odoshi were usually a solid
color.



Hishinui, also Hishitoji or Hanagarami
(cross-knots) secure the final row of
kozane after the panel is complete. They
were frequently red odoshi.

Illustration source: SengokuDiamyo.com

Sources:
Japanese armour, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Japanese_armour&oldid=981009419 (last visited Oct. 2, 2020).
Sengoku Daimyo, www.sengokudaimyo.com (last visited Oct. 2, 2020).
Katchushi Odoshi Ito Braid. David Thatcher. https://yoroi.uk/katchushi-odoshi/guide-basic-odoshi-ito-lacing-techniques/ (last visited Oct. 2,
2020).
Odoshi-Ito: Technical Correctness. David Thatcher. https://yoroi.uk/katchushi-odoshi/guide-basic-odoshi-ito-lacing-techniques/ (last visited
Oct. 2, 2020).
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My Visit to the Utah Museum of Fine Arts
Bilgüün Zalkuubar
During the Modern Age of Quarantine, if you really look, you may find an opportunity to learn and safely
socialize. The Utah Museum of Fine Arts (UMFA) on the University of Utah campus provided my friend and I with
this opportunity. We visited the UMFA on August 28 th. I knew that UFMA had a special exhibit that I wanted to
see in person: “Beyond the Divide: Merchant, Artist, Samurai in Edo Japan.” While there were not a large number
of pieces on display, the ones they chose were stunning.
The exhibit contained items from Edo-period Japan (1603-1868). Most of the individual items were out of
SCA period, yet showcased the characteristics of Japanese art:





Artwork that appears simple, yet is quite complex
The tools used to create art are also beautiful pieces of art
Artwork often depicts scenes of daily life that are crowded with figures having subtle details
The art is rich with color, contrast and texture and subtly addresses spiritual and worldly topics
Three folding screens were on
display. Each had a different
personality.
This Edo period folding screen,
titled The Kiyomizu Temple, is
covered in gold pigment and gold
leaf. It glowed with the luxurious
colors.
Each of the six panels were 67 ¼
inches (over five foot) wide and
148 inches (over twelve feet) tall.
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I did not include a full picture of The Tale of Heike, which depicts lots of
samurai with Buddhist symbolism or The Four Accomplishments, which is
decorated with stories of daily life and natural scenery. There were many
fun details in these screens, such as a fisherman with a fish on his line and
an old woman with lots of wrinkles on her face.

The Kiyomizu Temple screen has over three hundred
depictions of people wearing the fabrics used in
clothing from the Edo period; these patterns are not
repeated anywhere in the screen.

The exhibit also included samurai weapons and a suit of
ceremonial armor. I was enchanted by the small and
beautiful details in the armor, which the museum
categorized as “ordinary” or “typical for the era.” The colorful kumihimo braid, woven into wide bands, was
precisely laced through the plates of the armor to intentionally make repeating geometric patterns. Different
colors of leather, with texture or without, as well as knitted metal rings added beauty and elegance to this example
of “commonplace” armor.
UMFA has a virtual tour of this display, located here: https://umfa.utah.edu/beyond-the-divide.
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The museum had a variety of other exhibits,
including art from China and India, from Africa,
Oceana and the Americas, European artwork and
artwork of the Greco-Roman period.
Some of my favorites were “Dance Around the
Maypole,” painted by Pieter Brueghal the
Younger between 1625 and 1630. This artist is
popular with historic costumers as he depicts
clothing of the working class in a variety of
positions, so seams and shapes of the garment
can be redacted.

My other favorite piece of art was this sculpture of a bat effigy head. The effigy was made of earthenware and is
dated between 300 and 600 AD. The effigy reminded me of the Disney movie character, Stitch. Is it just me, or is it
possible that Disney animators were
inspired by the Mayan culture?

Sources:
“Beyond the Divide: Merchant, Artist, Samurai in Edo Japan,” https://umfa.utah.edu/beyond-the-divide
“Japanese art,” James T. Ulak. https://www.britannica.com/art/Japanese-art
“Japanese art.” Wikipedia contributors. September 5, 2020 revision.
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Japanese_art&oldid=976815659
“4 Characteristics of Japanese Art,” Gabriela Anastasio. http://gabrielaanastasio.com/4-characteristics-of-japanese-art/
“Third Saturday: Mini Japanese Screens,” https://umfa.utah.edu/index.php/third-saturday-mini-japanese-screens
The Utah Museum of Fine Arts: Selected Works. Selected by Frank Sanguinetti. Entries by Will South. University of Utah. Salt Lake City. 1997
Disney Studios, for the creation of Stitch.
Photographs taken by Kari McCarter at UCMA.
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Zalkuubar’s Guide to Supernatural Creatures: Yokai of Japan
The Japanese islands are rich with fertile soil, lush forests, spectacular mountains and
are home to an abundance of spirits, demons, and monsters. Collectively, these beings of
Japanese folklore are Yokai. Tales of Yokai are retold to warn each generation of these
creatures, so the young people may learn the ancestral wisdom and not attract the attention of
these supernatural beings.

Bake-danuki: dated before before Buddhism
Bake-danuki are a kind of yokai that often look like
the real-world tanuki. Tanuki are adorable
creatures with the bandit mask of a raccoon, their
bodies are shaped like a mongrel, and they are
covered in lush fox-like fur. In some regions of
Japan, the bake-danuki have abilities similar to
those of the kitsune, such as shapeshifting into
objects or people.

Danzaburou-danuki, the supreme commander of the tanuki, (lower left) lends money to
human merchants in the painting Danzaburou-danuki of Sado Province (佐渡国同三
狸) by Kawanabe Kyōsai; from the book 100 Images by Kyōsai.[1]。

These playful tricksters like to fool people and
make them look stupid. Stone statues of walleyed, chubby, friendly-looking creatures are inside
temples, shrines and other monuments. Their
stone hands are designed to hold a bottle of sake.

Inugami: first appearance in the Heian period (792-1185)
The inugami is a dog spirit that is summoned
through a complex and illegal ritual. The
summoner may cast a dog spirit curse at a
crossroad to inflame grudges as people travel.
Or, the summoner could force the inugami to
grant their wishes throughout the summoner’s
lifetime. Inugami spirits attached themselves to
the house and family that originally conjured
them, and are known to possess members of
that family for generations. They cause physical
"Inugami" from the Hyakkai Zukan by Sawaki Suushi (佐脇嵩之, Japanese, *1707, †1772)
- scanned from ISBN 4-3360-4187-3., Public Domain,
pain and illness to those they possess, which
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2431167
cannot be cured by doctors. In exchange, the
inugami would bring fortune and prosperity to that family.
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The Kappa: first appearance in the Heian era (794-1185)
The Kappa is a child-sized, green, goblin-like amphibious creature that
is believed to be found lurking near shallow rivers and streams. Its
body is shaped like a turtle and the Kappa walks on two webbed feet.
The Kappa has a bowl-shaped depression in its skull which holds a
small amount of water. Some stories say the cavity on its skull helps
the Kappa remain camoflauged in its watery habitat. Other stories
say the water is the kappa’s life source when they venture on land.

Kappa. — From Gazu Hyakki Yagyō ("The
Illustrated Night Parade of a Hundred
Demons") by Toriyama Sekien

The kappa are usually mischievous troublemakers or tricksters. Some
actions are minor and harmless, where others are more menacing. It
is common for the kappa to make friends with other Yokai, or even
people. The kappa is said to be especially fond of cucumber.

Kamaitachi: first appearance in the Edo Period (1603-1867)
The “Sickle Weasels” have long nails that are as sharp as sickles, thick
and prickly fur, like a hedgehog, a bark like a dog, and they fly through
the air like a bird. They are carried by the winds from the mountains.
When the mountain wind blows hard, the kamaitachi flies through the
air and attacks people with limbs resembling a sickle or razor. These
cuts do not initially bleed or cause pain. Afterwards, the pain is intense
and the bleeding is extensive, so much that bones are exposed and
could become deadly.
"Kamaitachi" (鎌鼬) from the Kyōka
Hyaku Monogatari by Masasumi
Ryūkansaijin

The Kitsune: first appearance in the Heian era (794-1185)

野狐、佐脇嵩之『百怪図巻』
Sawaki Suushi (佐脇嵩之, Japanese,
*1707, †1772) • Public domain

The fox demon is a highly intelligent being with paranormal abilities,
and are generally depicted as female. They can shapeshift into
human form to either trick humans or as a faithful guardian, friend,
lover or wife. The number of tails the kitsune has will indicate how
old, wise and powerful they are. There are two types of kitsune, the
zenko and byakko (yako). The zenko are benevolent, celestial foxes
where the yako are mischievous or malicious. Zenko look like
traditional foxes, where yako are first invisible, then either black or
white and are slightly larger than a mouse.
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Mononoke: first appearance in the Heian era (794 – 1185)
These vengeful spirits can possess people, make them suffer,
cause disease or even death. They cannot be seen or heard.
Mononoke are often blamed for the deaths of emperors, for
societal malaises and illnesses.
The fear of disease and illnesses brought by these spirits led to
the illness itself being called a mononoke.
"Mononoke Kikyo no Koto" (物怪帰去の事) from
the "Totei Bukkairoku" (稲亭物怪録)

The Nekomata: first appearance in the Kamakura period (1185-1333)
The cat demon is a mountain beast with “Eyes like a cat, and
a large body like a dog.” The nekomata can shape-shift into
other animals or a person known to their attacker. While in
animal form, the nekomata may attack their hunter.
Legends say that a common house cat may become a
nekomata as it nears the end of its life. When the cat
becomes a nekomata, it will grow a second tail, betraying the
transformation.

"Nekomata (猫また)" from the Hyakkai Zukan by
Sawaki Suushi

In Japan, the cat is often associated with death, and the
nekomata is blamed. The nekomata has powers of
necromancy and can raise the dead. It is said the nekomata
will transform into a woman and sing a sad song as it pluks
the strings of shamisen.
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Oni: first appearance in the Muromachi Period (1336-1573)
The Oni appeared in oral folklore during the as the antatonist to Momotaro
and his allies. The Oni is a yokai, which is a hideous ogre or troll in Japanese
folklore. It is a hulking figure with any number of horns growing out of their
heads, sharp claws, wild hair, and their skin could be any of an array of colors.
They are often giant-sized, possessing great strength and ferocity. There are a
variety of oni residing in one of the many Buddhist Hells. They wield iron
clubs which are used to mete out horrible punishments to humans who have
been cursed to an eternity of torment.
Other Oni live in remote mountains, caves, islands and abandoned fortresses.
Some Oni are accomplished sorcerers. They are ferocious demons, bringers
of disaster, spreaders of disease, and punishers of the danmed in Hell.
Oni in pilgrim's clothing.
Tokugawa period. Hanging
scroll, ink and color on paper.

Tengu: first appearance in the Nara period (710-1192)
The first record of the tengu was written in 720. The word tengu
means “Heavenly Dog” or “Heavenly Sentinel,” but unlike Christian
Angels, the tengu are disruptive demons, or bringers of war. They are
often depicted with both human and avian characteristics. The
earliest tengu are depicted with beaks. Their bodies range from a
monstrously large bird to a wholly anthromorophized being. Other
records depict them as birds of prey beings who can take human form
while retaining avian wings, head or beak.

Japan's regent Hōjō Tokimune, (5 June
1251 – 20 April 1284) who showed down
the Mongols, fights off tengu.

Tengu often masquerade as some sort of priest. Beginning in the 13 th
century, the tengu became associated with mountain priests and
Japanese art shows the tengu in the priestly clothing, including the
otkin and a pompon sash. They often wield the khakkhara, a staff
used by the monks or a magical feather fan.
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Yuki-onna: first appearance in the Muromachi period (1336-1573.)
The Yuki-onna originates from folklore of the The “Snow Woman”
appears during a snowstorm. She has snow-white white and dresses
in a white kimono. Her hair is either black or white, and she is
extraordinarily beautiful. The Yuki-onna may ask for water or may
disapear in the snow when someone talks to her. In some tales, she
attacks those who approach her and freeze her victims so she may
extract their souls. Some legends say she is a princess of the moon
who came to earth and couldn’t return to the moon.
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